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• A process; comparing the perceived reality 
with known alternatives and deciding whether 
the ‘real’ condition is superior  or sufficiently 
similar to the most favorable alternative 
condition. 

• Acceptance usually follow widely shared social 
norms - which aren’t fixed

Social acceptability; definition
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Social acceptability; needed?

• Yes; it provides a framework for problem-
solving and if acceptability is missing, then 
behavioral changes are initiated

• Acceptance usually follow widely shared social 
norms - and the preferences of the addressed 
stakeholder groups

• So it is vital to reflect 
upon, who get’s to sit at 
the table…



Social acceptability in real life

• The decision, which 
stakeholder groups (in 
the broadest term where 
scientists and managers 
also are stakeholders) to 
invite to the table to 
define objectives, might 
be critical for the 
outcome 

Who will send out 
the invitation? The 
decision-makers?
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Inclusive governance

• Define agreed ecosystem, economic and social 
indicators with clear links to management measures

• Participatory governance and multi-level governance; 
difference related to the de-facto decision power
– Participatory governance is about information sharing, 

consultation and establishing dialogues leading into a co-
creation process between scientists and stakeholders 

– Multi-level governance is about respecting competences, 
sharing responsibilities and cooperation of implementation 
between the various levels of governance: the EU, the 
Member States and the regional and local authorities



Atlantic Iberian waters
• Two very diverse fisheries 

with potential conflicts; 
different objectives 
related to fish stock status 
and fishery

• Stakeholder engagement 
in the management 
strategies: From the 
identification of priorities 
to the evaluation of a 
Multiannual Management 
Plan

Sampedro et al., 2015



Cross-region experiences
• Building trust is key
• Independent of 

‘maturity’ of the 
science-stakeholder 
interaction did the 
integration of these 
groups in the 
scientific scoping of 
objectives increase 
the ownership of 
scientific basis for 
management 
decisions



The regional ‘space’
• Finding ‘space’ 

through inclusive 
governance worked 
in all regions

• Different points 
favored within the 
overall space 
depending on 
region/case

• Conveying to policy 
is next step for 
many case-studies Fishing mortality stock a
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Acceptable decisions

• Social acceptability of the identified space can 
be made operational through co-
creation/decision of objectives and trade-offs

• Management should always initiate changes 
following an inclusive governance approach

• A challenge and strength of inclusive 
governance are the interests of different 
participants in the governance process

• Thus, we must embrace the fact that trade-
offs also are a political process



Taking it further than Myfish

• A well structured decision making process with 
clear responsibilities is needed to finally decide 
on trade‐offs

• In continued decision making, inclusive 
governance requires a policy commitment 

• Stakeholders can clearly be integrated in 
scientific scoping and take responsibility; 
however, this is currently not institutionalised 
in the EU decision-making approach



Future inclusive governance?

• Expand the ‘accordion’ 
process:
1. Grand strategy; legal and 

policy framing of 
management objectives

2. Participatory governance: 
Co-construction of 
management plan (define 
objectives, trade-offs)

3. Multi-level governance: 
Regional Fisheries 
Management Board

4. Ultimate policy decision 
bodies (Council of 
Ministers, National 
ministers)
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Future challenges

• Design and implement an institutional 
framework where outcomes of 
participatory governance are 
acknowledged in transparent 
management decisions

• Ensure that management is adaptive as 
well as participatory in nature, linking 
social systems with natural systems. 

• Develop and maintain trust, 
interaction, common grounds and 
common language in the collaborative 
process with all stakeholders 

31 42



Group discussion points

• Should the inclusive governance process started 
in Myfish continue?
– How can we make that happen?

• Ecosystem aspects are included in most MAPs 
now, however, do we need to take account for 
socioeconomic aspects in the MAP process?
– If so, how?

• 30 minute group discussions now; then a small 
round-off presentation by each group (5 
minutes/group)
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